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Growing maturity
on cohabiting
The Taoiseach’s declaration that he believes the State
should provide some form of legal protection for partners in long-term cohabiting relationships, whether gay
or hetereosexual, and that the current situation is inequitable, marks a milestone for Fianna Fáil. The party is prepared to lead public opinion on a sensitive, and important, issue of minority rights. The statement by the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Diarmuid Martin, is courageous.
And the alignment of Catholic Church and the Government is likely to spur action swiftly to provide legal protection for long-time partnerships, an issue that clearly
now enjoys cross-party support in the Oireachtas.
Both statements echo April’s Law Reform Commission
call for reform of taxation, inheritance, pensions and
healthcare provisions for couples who have cohabited for
three years or more, the thrust of Senator David Norris's
Partnership Bill, and the positions of both the Equality
Authority and the National Social and Economic Council.
Mr Ahern on RTÉ’s The Week in Politics made clear
that what he has in mind is not the equating of gay relationships with marriage, but to provide a half-way house
in the form of recognition of civil unions. Speaking of the
concerns the gay community had expressed to him, Mr
Ahern eschewed the moralising that once was the staple
of politics. “They say ‘we want more equality, we want to
be treated fairer’. I agree with that. I totally agree with
that ... These people who are in relationships which are
not illegal, they’re not immoral, they’re not improper, we
should try and deal with some of the issues they have to
surmount in their daily lives. And I think it’s the fairest,
caring, Christian way to deal with this.”
Dr Martin, emphasising that his concern was primarily
with other forms of caring, dependent relationships, was
willing to encompass gay couples in such changes. In
doing so, importantly and generously, he also implicitly
acknowledged that the stability of such long-term relationships is a positive social good, the church’s teaching
on homosexuality notwithstanding.
It really is time to grasp the nettle. For far too many couples the denial of spousal rights, from tax allowances to
pension entitlements, the refusal of institutions to recognise next-of-kin, or the discretion which officials may
exercise over recognising foreign partners, all may compound painfully the difficulty of living a gay life in a
society still deeply prejudiced.
Mr Ahern’s admission could simplify the pleadings in
the case which Ms Katherine Zappone and her partner,
Dr Ann Louise Gilligan, are taking against the State to
seek recognition of their Canadian marriage. It would
clearly be absurd if it now sought to justify the specific
tax discrimination which the couple complains of.
And it is right, that having recognised a wrong, the Government and the Oireachtas should show themselves
capable of providing a legislative remedy before being
required to do so by the courts. It would be a welcome
sign of a growing maturity.

Aid promise broken
Nobody ever believed it would be easy to increase the
level of Ireland’s Overseas Development Aid funding to
0.7 per cent of GNP. The more economically successful a
country becomes, the higher its financial contributions
will rise. That is the whole point behind the United
Nations scheme: to transform the Third World by funnelling an increasing amount of development aid from the
richest to the poorest countries.
Knowing the difficulties, the Taoiseach, Mr Ahern,
made a speech to the United Nations Assembly four
years ago in which he gave a solemn commitment on
behalf of this State to meet the 0.7 per cent funding target
by 2007. And he was commended for the positive lead
that had been given to other developed countries. Now,
however, it seems the Taoiseach’s undertaking will not
be honoured. Little progress has been made during the
past two years in raising the GNP percentage of Government funding for overseas aid. And, by the end of next
year, it will probably amount to less than 0.5 per cent.
Mr Ahern and his colleagues have spoken about doing
everything possible to reach the target set. But they know
the political commitment required to allocate the money
has been absent. The Minister of State with responsibility for the area, Mr Conor Lenihan, admitted as much
on being appointed to the Government. And nothing we
have heard since then has changed the situation.
It is true that very large amounts of money are
involved. An extra ¤60m has been allocated in the Estimates for next year, bringing the annual contribution to
¤460m. And Ireland’s record, in terms of per-capita
spending on foreign aid, compares favourably with the
majority of our EU partners. Defending the Government’s performance yesterday, the Minister for Justice,
Equality and Law Reform, Mr McDowell, admitted it
might take “a year or two longer” to reach the target. But,
he said, they would get there.
It is not good enough. Breaking promises delivered in
the heat of an election campaign is one thing; failing to
deliver on an obligation voluntarily undertaken in an
international forum is another. Growth in the economy
has, of course, raised the amount of funding required
from this State. But that consequence was always understood and accepted by Irish people. The stinginess of the
Government was underlined by its decision to recoup the
VAT payments it will forego on the sale of Band Aid
DVD and CD sales from the already-inadequate overseas
development fund. It was a bean-counting exercise that
has damaged the reputation of Mr Ahern and his Government.
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The Taoiseach’s socialism
Madam, – It was disappointing
to hear Pat Rabbitte flippantly dismiss the Taoiseach’s description
of the roots and philosophy of
Fianna Fáil as “a republican social
party” (RTÉ’s Morning Ireland,
November 16th).
The derisive tone adopted by
the leader of the Labour Party
serves only to highlight his own
ignorance of Irish history. People
with even a cursory knowledge of
our history know that Pearse and
Connolly, as leaders of the republican and labour movements,
fought side by side in 1916 to proclaim a republic in which the egalitarian ideal was one of the central objectives. Ten years later,
Fianna Fáil was formed as a constitutional party with the explicit
aim of giving effect to the aims of
the 1916 Proclamation.
The social republican principles of Fianna Fáil have had a positive impact on improving the
quality of Irish people’s lives. Not
even our most ardent critics can
deny that it was Fianna Fáil
which brought about the welfare
state and introduced unemployment assistance. In Fianna Fáil’s
very first Budget in 1932, the
old-age pension, which had been
cut by Ernest Blythe, was immediately increased. It was also
Fianna Fáil that cleared the slums
with social housing programmes
and built up a public health
service.
Later, it was Fianna Fáil which
implemented enlightened social
legislation, provided free secondary education for the first
time and did so much to improve
conditions for the elderly. It is
little wonder that Sean Lemass
used to affirm that in terms of
social justice, “Fianna Fáil is the
real Labour Party”.
In more modern times, the policies which Fianna Fáil in Government has implemented since
1997, leading to record job creation, unprecedented investment
in our health and education serv-

ices and co-ordinated strategies
to combat homelessness and educational disadvantage, are a continuation of the socially inclusive,
Republican policies which our
party has pursued since 1926.
Indeed, using the definition of
poverty accepted by Labour and
Fine Gael in 1997, well over
250,000 people have been lifted
out of poverty since Bertie Ahern
became Taoiseach. I note too that
this week in the Dáil, in a variation of Lemass’s famous phrase,
the Taoiseach described Fianna
Fáil as “the real workers’ party”.
It is hard to argue with this contention when one considers that
the average single industrial
worker earns almost ¤10,000
more today than in 1997 and pays
roughly ¤250 less in tax or levies.
Getting Ireland working and
keeping Ireland working has
been a massive achievement.
Despite the international downturn, we are creating 1,000 jobs a
week and Ireland now has one of
the lowest unemployment rates
in the developed world.
When Bertie Ahern became
Taoiseach in June 1997, unemployment was around 11 per cent.
Today it is just over 4 per cent.
That transformation — for a
country plagued with high levels
of unemployment and emigration
since long before Independence
— is one of the biggest social
achievements in Irish history and
should be recognised by people
of all political ideologies. – Yours,
etc.,
MÁIRE HOCTOR, TD,
Ormond Street,
Nenagh,
Co Tipperary.
Madam, - Why all the fuss
about Bertie? Surely the real joke
is that Pat Rabbitte calls himself a
socialist. – Yours, etc.,
M. MAGILL,
Howth,
Co Dublin.

Stamp duty on homes
Madam, – I congratulate Fine
Gael on its call for the abolition of
stamp duty for first-time buyers.
The deposit, solicitor’s fees, land
registry fees, surveys, etc. are
hard enough to afford without
having to hand over more money
to the Government in taxes. It is
already gathering a fortune from
top to bottom of the housing
market, on everything from VAT

on building materials to land registry fees. Mr Cowen has a chance
to allow real people to compete
with investors (who may have
innumerable homes) when bidding for a house. He should use it.
– Yours, etc.,
CIARAN EGAN,
College Farm Court,
Newbridge,
Co Kildare.

Thinking Anew

The fundamentals
of Christianity
Recent events in The United
States have heralded the
emergence of a new group of
baddies. These people are
entrenched in their ideas,
uncompromising, aggressive,
militaristic and totally
dedicated to personal profit.
Ironically, they are described as
either fundamentalist or
evangelical Christians. But the
qualities that are fundamental
to Christianity and are to be
found in the Evangelists’
writings are not like the
qualities these people are
supposed to show. Far from
being bigots, fundamentalist
Christians should be people
who love God and their
neighbour, turn the other cheek,
do not judge or condemn,
forgive as they expect
forgiveness and sell what they
have to give to the poor. In fact,
Christianity is fundamentally
opposite to what has been
presented recently as its
fundamentalist expression.
Religious belief has become
far too easily dismissed in
Ireland these days – if people
are described as fundamentalist
Christians they and their
opinions can often be
disregarded. But can a person
who holds a strict adherence to
the Christian moral teaching on
sex outside marriage claim to be
fundamental if the same person
hates his or her neighbours and
never turns the other cheek? Of
course not! It’s as ridiculous
and contradictory as a
proponent of capital
punishment claiming to be
pro-life. Certainly it is hard to
imagine how the Galilean
carpenter would recognise any
of his words in the rants of
those who supposedly follow
him fundamentally.
In a similar vein, the
fundamentalist Muslim is one
who adheres rigorously to the
five pillars – prayer, fasting,
pilgrimage, almsgiving and
struggle to do that which is
right. Again one would have to
wonder why the fundamentalist
following of Islam should be a
threat. Surely it would be better
to live next door to somebody
who follows the five pillars than
to somebody who is selfish,
greedy and not concerned

about the effects of his or her
actions on others? In fact it
could well be argued that the
label fundamentalist when
attached to a faith community
should be a compliment rather
than a curse. Those who live
evangelical lives should be an
inspiration, not a source of fear;
there was a time when we
called them saints.
Yet there is a
fundamentalism behind much
of the trouble in our world.
Quite often it steals the mantle
of faith to present a political call
to a wider constituency – but
can any bomber, be he seated
behind the controls of a B52
over Baghdad or on a bus in Tel
Aviv, honestly claim that he
believes he is doing God’s
work? The words might well be
spoken but a fundamentalist
reading of the Scriptures of
either Christianity or Islam will
not support an affirmative
answer; neither the Christ nor
the Prophet ever commanded
their disciples to “blast thine
enemies”! The fundamentalism
that is the true cause of division
and strife in our world is not
based on religion at all.
Economic and political
fundamentalism are the true
causes of all strife in history.
Faith has simply served as a
camouflage for the true
motives.
The time may have come
when faith must become a little
less docile in the way it allows
itself to be abused for the gain
of another. It is time we called
foul on those who use our faith
as a smokescreen to cover their
agenda. It is time to admit that
frightening people into
opposing camps, claiming
threat from the
“fundamentalists”on the other
side, is only a ploy to divide
humanity and create fear in a
place where fundamental
adherence to the principles of
our religion would bring peace,
justice and harmony in the
morning. Then again, maybe
“Evangelical Christian” is the
convenient shorthand for
“aggressive, uncompromising,
vengeful, greedy, white
supremacist”!
F. MacE.

Cutting down
on quangos
Madam, – In his criticism of
“unaccountable quangos” (The
Irish Times, November 11th) the
vice-chairman of the Public
Accounts Committee, Mr John
McGuinness, TD (FF) said:
“There are enough bodies to fill
Glasnevin and enough boards to
make the coffins”.
How right he is. Over the years
successive governments have
spawned a bewildering array of
agencies of every conceivable
description with hopeless confusion as to roles and responsibilities and with unlimited scope for
buck-passing, red tape and turf
wars over who controls what.
The result is a bureaucratic quagmire and it is little wonder that
Mr McGuinness found that many
of the bodies were “indecisive
and inefficient”.
The “wholesale reform” proposed by Mr McGuinness should,
of course, be undertaken without
delay. However, when one
remembers that such an exercise
would be unlikely to attract very
many votes and would, if successful, reduce the scope for political patronage, I tend to be somewhat sceptical that anything will
happen. – Yours, etc.,
M.D. KENNEDY,
Silchester Park,
Glenageary,
Co Dublin.

Future of
Aer Lingus
Madam, – Willie Walsh’s decision to resign as chief executive
of Aer Lingus presents the Taoiseach with a solution to one of his
vacancies: He could appoint
Willie Walsh to chair Aer Lingus.
– Yours, etc.,
FIONA O’MALLEY, TD,
Dáil Éireann,
Dublin 2.

Tiernan and the
Late Late Show
Madam, – A year ago I contacted the comedian Tommy
Tiernan to ask if he would consider appearing at a charity
fashion show involving the staff
of Galway’s two main hospitals.
He was most approachable and
promptly agreed to perform,
without a mention of the appearance fee so frequently sought by
far more minor celebrities nowadays.
During the sold-out show last
February, Tommy treated us to
his usual hilarious banter on
three separate occasions, helping
us to raise over ¤30,000 for
Cancer Care West. Hardly the
work of a so-called “blasphemous” man.
Tommy’s recent appearance
on the Late Late Show ironically
addressed a number of issues pertaining to the religious malaise
and spiritual bankruptcy that is a
feature of modern Ireland. His
selfless work for charity should
be acknowledged as Christian in
the true sense of the word. It’s
time for the smug pharisees of Ireland to lighten up. – Yours, etc.,
Dr NIAMH O’BRIEN,
University College Hospital,
Galway.
● We regret that we cannot
give prior notice of a letter’s
publication,
acknowledge
unpublished letters, or discuss
individual letters.

An Irishwoman’s Diary
This week 150 years ago, 11 Irish
nurses sailed from Kingstown to
Holyhead en route to the
Crimea to tend patients in
British war hospitals.
For weeks the fate of the
wounded of Alma and
Inkermann and those afflicted
by rapidly spreading diseases
had filled the newspapers in
harrowing detail. At least 2,500
men, about one third of them
Irish, lay helpless at Scutari in
rough and filthy conditions,
their gaping wounds,
gangrenous limbs and
dysentery unattended, with no
one to answer
their anguished
cries. Many died
needlessly, the
lists of names
growing longer
every day.
Their French
allies did not
suffer and die in
this way
because at the
first sign of need
they called upon
the nursing nuns
who
accompanied
each regiment.
A heartfelt cry echoed across
the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland: “Why have
we no Sisters of Charity?” The
answer to this question reached
back 300 years to Henry VIII
and his closure of the
monasteries and banishment of
nursing nuns.
The 11 Irish nurses, Sisters of
Mercy, were Ireland’s answer to
this cry. Nursing nuns had
begun to re-establish
themselves in Ireland at the
beginning of the 19th century,
and it was to Ireland that the
British War Office looked for
skilled nurses for the Crimean
hospitals. Dublin woman Clare
Moore, of the Bermondsey
Convent of Mercy in London’s
docklands, had already arrived
at the Scutari hospitals with
Florence Nightingale and was
quietly attempting to guide the
hand of the powerful but
inexperienced nursing
superintendent.
Clare Moore had begun her
nursing training 22 years
earlier, during the cholera
epidemic of 1832, under the
watchful eye of Catherine
McAuley at Dublin’s Townsend
Street Depot cholera hospital.
She was now an accomplished
nurse and administrator who,
during long years of famine and
fever, had cared for the sick
poor with every type of disease
and injury.
The 11 nurses sailing from
Kingstown had from four to 22
years’ experience caring for the
sick poor in crowded cabins,
tenements and workhouses.
Their leader, Francis
Bridgeman, had begun her
training in 1832 at the Limerick
cholera hospital. She had
developed a specialised method
of stuping to help relieve the
cholera cramps, which was to

Orderlies scrubbed the
hospitals from end to end.
Hundreds of poor, broken
become an important treatment soldiers began arriving from the
Crimean battlefields, their
in the Crimean war hospitals.
bodies crawling with vermin,
A kinswoman of Daniel
O’Connell, and mother superior and many delirious from fevers,
thirst and neglect. “Such
of the Kinsale Convent of
desolate, worn-out looking
Mercy, she was also an astute
patients never before entered
administrator and leader.
any hospital,” wrote Mary
Accompanying her from
Aloysius Doyle. “Their moans
Kinsale were Clare Keane and
would pierce the heart.”
Mary Joseph Lynch. From Cork
The nurses cut off their
city were Paula Rice and
clothing and boots, washed
Aloysia Hurley and from
their bodies and obtained for
Charleville Mary Joseph Croke
them clean clothing and
and Clare Lalor. From Carlow
blankets. They set
up diet kitchens,
made lemonade and
rice puddings,
mixed arrowroot
with port wine and
sugar, and fed the
soldiers who were
too weak to feed
themselves. Their
great tenderness so
overwhelmed the
soldiers that some
would break down
in tears. They made
ward rounds with
the doctors,
administered
Illustration of the hospital ward at
medicines, dressed
Koulali, first published in 1857
wounds, bandaged
broken and
frostbitten limbs, applied
were Mary Stanislaus Heyfron
poultices and stupes, and
and Mary Aloysius Doyle and
measured out allowances of
from Dublin Agnes Whitty and
wine and brandy. They watched
Elizabeth Hersey. Over the
years the Irish nursing nuns had closely over men who were
developed a comprehensive and very sick or dying, by night as
well as by day.
effective system of nursing
The nursing nuns worked
called careful nursing.
closely with the doctors, ladies,
Great crowds gathered at
Kingstown harbour to see them lay nurses and orderlies and
their strength of purpose, unity
off. “As [our] vessel moved off,
of mind and contagious
a fervent ‘God speed you’ arose
calmness bought order and
in one loud cry,” wrote Mary
Aloysius Doyle. They knew well hope to the hospitals. The
the importance of their mission. Koulali General Hospital, under
the superintendence of Francis
In offering their services to the
Bridgeman, became known
British War Office their
among the doctors as the model
spokeswoman, Mary Vincent
hospital of the East. The
Whitty, had written:
purveyor-in chief placed all the
“Attendance on the sick is, as
supplies at the disposal of the
you are aware, part of our
nursing nuns and told Francis
Institute; and sad experience
Bridgeman to act as if the
among the poor has convinced
us that, even with the advantage hospital were her own. The
chief medical officer let it be
of medical aid, many valuable
lives are lost for want of careful known that her orders were to
be considered as his own.
nursing.”
When peace was declared,
They travelled on from
and after 16 months of intense
London on December 2nd with
a larger group of 10 ladies, 23 lay and dangerous work, the 11 Irish
nurses returned to their native
nurses and four more nursing
land. The circumstances of the
nuns and arrived at
time did not allow for formal
Constantinople on December
recognition of their
17th. All were eager to begin
work right away. Four thousand contribution to the war effort,
men now lay in extreme distress and for their part they thought it
unbecoming to broadcast about
in the Scutari hospitals with
themselves. Nonetheless, the
very few nurses to tend them.
However, Florence Nightingale, vital importance of their careful
nursing system was not lost on
furious with the British War
Florence Nightingale. Indeed,
Office for sending more nurses
without consulting her, rejected she took it up as her own and it
became the foundation for the
the new group as not wanted
and not needed. But they surely development of modern
nursing.
were needed. A few miles
distant at Koulali, two Turkish
● Therese Meehan, RGN,
barrack buildings were given
Ph.D., is a lecturer in the School
over as hospitals. The Irish
nurses set to work with all their of Nursing and Midwifery at
UCD.
might.

Driven to the edge by Jones
Madam, – I understand Sarah
Fitzpatrick’s sympathy for
Donald Clarke (November 18th),
but only in so far as I would consider having to review Bridget
Jones: The Edge Of Reason an
abhorrent task for anybody to
have to endure, male or female.
In this age, gender stereotyping such as we see both in this
film and in Ms Fitzpatrick’s letter
surprises and saddens me. It is
the supine acceptance and reinforcement of these stereotypes in
seemingly insignificant areas that
encourage
discrimination
(against both sexes) – not to men-

Same-sex marriages
Madam, – I found Breda
O’Brien’s views on same-sex marriage (Opinion, November 13th)
rather offensive.
While appearing to take a reasonable, open-minded approach
to the topic, as befits the supposedly tolerant times we live in, Ms
O’Brien then falls back on the
classic strategy, “but, let’s please
think of the children!” Describing
the idea of a same-sex couple
raising a child as a “radical experiment” is, quite simply, obnoxious. Yes, how terribly radical for
a child to have two adults who
care for him or her. Is that radical
in this day and age? Perhaps so.
Ms O’Brien points to the
effects of fatherlessness on young
boys; could these effects, perhaps, stem from the fact that
these boys have been abandoned
by a parent, as opposed to their
father? Could they be the result of
living in a one-parent family and
being seen as “different” from
other children their age, because
society still assumes that everyone comes from a two-parent
background?
“There are injustices to
same-sex couples which could be
dealt with other than by changing
the definition of marriage,”
writes Ms O’Brien. But these
injustices cannot be dealt with in
another way. Marriage automatically confers countless rights on
both parties. Why should
same-sex couples have to settle

Therese Meehan

for less than these rights, or have
to fill out endless paperwork and
fight through red tape before getting them?
Since when did it become
acceptable to promote sex-based
discrimination? – Yours, etc.,
CLAIRE HENNESSY,
Templeogue,
Dublin 16.
Madam, - While the bulk of
media reports on the activities of
the House of Lords at Westminster on November 17th has concentrated on the refusal to ban
fox-hunting, the peers carried a
far more important piece of legislation last Wednesday: the Civil
Partnerships Bill. As a result, a
mechanism now exists in English
law, and is extended to Northern
Ireland, whereby same-sex couples can create legally recognised
unions.
As the Belfast Agreement
obliged our Government to
ensure at least an equivalent level
of human rights protection in Ireland as is provided in Northern
Ireland, can we now expect to see
an end to committee-based procrastination on this matter and a
start to the implementation of
real change? – Yours, etc.,
FIONA DE LONDRAS,
Faculty of Law,
Griffith College,
South Circular Road,
Dublin 8.

tion giving producers a reason for
making these asinine films. Give
me Alien vs. Predator any day. –
Yours, etc.,
KATIE McDERMOTT,
Oakley Grove,
Blackrock,
Co Dublin.

Happy grumps
Madam, – If Ireland really has
the best quality of life in the
world, why is nearly everybody,
especially in Dublin, so grumpy?
I’m only askin’. – Yours, etc.,
ANTHONY BURKE,
Hazelbury Park,
Dublin 15.

